Blunt Tip Bird Control
Flat Tipped, Stainless Steel Bird Spikes From Nixalite®
A Name You Know, Products You Trust

Use the Blunt Tip option only for installations where frequent human contact is possible AND where there are just a few pest birds present. For all other applications, use the standard pointed tip wires, especially where pest birds are numerous or when installing a climbing animal barrier.

Blunt Tip is available on Nixalite’s All American Made, All Stainless Steel Bird Spike Family, including the Premium Nixalite Models S and H, all E-Spike Eco-Spike Models and the Pigeon Spike Stainless deterrent spikes.

While Blunt Tip is a no-cost option, additional delivery time may be required. Contact your Nixalite Bird Control Professional for more details on the Blunt Tip option.
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